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Paradise Cay Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 166 pages. Dimensions:
10.8in. x 8.4in. x 0.5in.This revised and expanded edition of this popular CN book now introduces
simple tabular sight reductions first, followed by calculator methods for those wishing to take full
advantage of their flexibility. Of course it retains the same unprecedented clear and accurate
explanation of CN mysteries, such as the role of the assumed position , and how positions and
celestial LOPs can be plotted with no assumptions. The section on stars has been expanded, and
star and planet identification and viewing have been added. It explains nine special sights, such as
Polaris sights, meridian sights, and even sights without a sextant. Lunar distance sights are
explained from the ground up, using only basic concepts, with no special formulas or tables. The
book has a unique chapter on sextants and their properties, explaining the workings and effects of
different horizon mirrors and telescopes, and their associated advantages and disadvantages.
Related topics include: integrating CN with GPS for improving skill and safety; constructing plotting
sheets; making superior running fixes; designing special LOPs for landfalls; and performing
compass deviation checks at sea. Beginners will like the clear and authoritative...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. It really is writter in simple terms instead of hard to understand. Its been developed in an exceedingly simple way and it is just a er i
finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- O llie Powlowski
Completely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. I am very easily can get a
pleasure of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr . Antone Rog a hn Sr .
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